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The supporting associations are also committed to
the success of FAF in 2019.

FKM-certified: Trust is good – verification is better! That is
why we are happy to submit to independent examination
by the Society for Voluntary Control of Fair and Exhibition Statistics (FKM). You can count on our statistics and
reports—they are a trustworthy basis for your decision to
participate in future trade fairs.
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This symbol identifies excerpts from the many statements recorded live at FAF 2016. More recordings are
available on the FAF YouTube channel. Clicking on the
link is worth your while! www.faf-messe.de/faf2016

WELCOME

FOCUS ON THE FUTURE.
INSPIRE IN COLOGNE!
Success that comes as
standard: we’ll bring the
strong image of FAF to
Cologne for you.

In order to move forward, sometimes it’s worth taking a look back at the past:
at the very successful FAF – FARBE, AUSBAU & FASSADE 2016 in Munich, the
trade fair proved what it is capable of in a very impressive manner – and completely justified its claim of being a highly dynamic, leading European trade
fair. As the permanent sole organiser, we are convinced that with the wind in
our sails like this, we can take the innovative, creative and successful spirit
of the event to Cologne!

Enthusiasm in every hall:
the networked layout
concept optimises
visitor flows

With the motto SHOW YOUR IDEAS. CELEBRATE YOUR SUCCESS! you as an
exhibitor can benefit from a tried-and-tested trade fair concept that uses intelligent layouts to promote networking among trades – and thus optimally
manages visitor flows in all the halls. The public will also be happy because
FAF 2019 will be an even richer experience, have greater practical orientation and will be even more efficient to discover over the course of a day.

Customer contacts in
a nutshell: specialists
from all industry
segments visit FAF

While we’re on the subject of the public: they’re all coming to Cologne – painters and varnishers, plasterers, interior decorators, floor layers, experts
from the world of architecture, interior design and real estate. Show the
relevant decision-makers your ideas at FAF 2019 – and celebrate your success.
Cologne, we’re coming – so come along with us! We look forward to seeing
you there.
Your project team for FAF 2019

YOUR TRUST IS WHAT DRIVES US
93% of exhibitors at the last FAF were highly
satisfied by the personal support provided by our
project team. Thank you for this lovely feedback! For us, that’s at least 93 reasons why we
need to make FAF 2019 even more successful!

Stefan Frank (Project Coordinator), Birgit Ewinger (Project
Coordinator), Robert Schuster (Project Manager)
(left to right)
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SPECIALIST AREAS

COMPREHENSIVE SELECTION.
ACCURATELY TARGETED
PRESENTATION!

CUSTOMER DESIRES MEET
YOUR NEW PRODUCTS

92 %

For
of trade visitors
the FAF offer is absolutely
top-notch!

No other industry trade fair provides as versatile a range of offers focusing
on facade design and interior design as FAF – and right down to the smallest
niche segment.
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	Plaster and rendering
systems

	Stucco,
acoustic panelling

Paints and varnishes

Coating materials

	Dry lining and
dry-walling systems

	Ceiling, wall and
floor coverings
	Industrial flooring,
parquet, laminate

Fire protection

	Wallpaper, stretch
fabrics and decorations

	Thermal insulation
composite systems

	Ecological construction
materials

Screed

	Flagstones, tiles and
floor laying systems

	Plaster and lime
building materials

	Restoration and
refurbishment
	Preservation of
historic buildings and
monuments

	Tools, equipment,
machinery

	Glues, adhesives
and auxiliaries

	Ladders, scaffolding,
work safety

	IT, trade media,
lettering/signage,
gilding

	Paint spraying equipment and systems

Workwear

TRADE FAIR CONCEPT

NETWORKING TRADES.
STRENGTHENING PRACTICAL
EXPERIENCE! STRENGTHENING
WHAT
MAKES FAF 2019EXPERIENCE!
SO DIFFERENT, SO NEW, SO FULL
PRACTICAL

”THIS IS UNIQUE IN THE
INDUSTRY, THE FACT
THAT YOU CAN GET SO
CLOSE TO USERS HERE.“

OF OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUR BUSINESS?
IT’S OBVIOUS: IT’S THE MIX THAT MAKES IT!

The layout of FAF is based on a concept that is continuously
developed and oriented to the needs of the market. The result
is an optimal mix of industries, varied specialist areas and a considerably strengthened networking of trades.
BENEFITS FOR EXHIBITORS:
YOU WON’T MISS OUT ON ANY!
	Best management of visitor flows and a vibrant atmosphere
in all trade fair halls
	Increased dynamics and more opportunities to obtain
contacts to interesting secondary target groups
	Highest visibility for your trade fair offers

EXHIBITOR OPINIONS
BENEFITS FOR TRADE VISITORS:
EVEN MORE PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE!
	Varied trade fair experience with “explorer guarantee”
	Even more practical orientation thanks to better
depiction of “themed scenarios”
	More efficient and effective trade fair visit possible
within the space of a day

EXCELLENT MEETUPS

93 %

of exhibitors use FAF as a
“meet & greet” event to meet
with their target groups
WELL LOOKED AFTER

96 %

of exhibitors swear by the perfect
trade fair organisation
GOALS REACHED

96 %

of exhibitors would award their
success at FAFa top score
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TRADE VISITOR PROFILE

GET IN TOUCH WITH EXPERTS.
MEET USERS FACE-TO-FACE!
At FAF, everyone’s a specialist – this sums up the high level of expertise the
attendees have in a nutshell.
Meet the relevant decision-makers from specialist trades, from painters, plasterers and interior designers to retailers and medium-sized industrial enterprises,
as well as architects, interior architects and developers: a total of 50,000 trade
visitors are expected to come to Cologne in 2019.
Regardless of which industry segment is the most important one for you – at
FAF you’ll come into direct contact with the actual users of your products and
solutions.

FAF TRADE VISITOR
TARGETGROUPS

71 %

are clearly practice-oriented
professional processors

8 out of 10

FAF VISITOR TARGET GROUPS

trade visitors use FAF
specifically for making their
purchase decisions

	QUALIFIED PROFESSIONALS FROM THE SKILLED CRAFTS & TRADES
• Painters, varnishers
• Stucco plasterers
• Builders
• Interior decorators
• Floor tilers and
parquet layers

RETAIL/WHOLESALE

	INDUSTRY

	ARCHITECTS
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• Floor layers
•V
 ehicle Bodybuilder/
Coachbuilder
• Spray painters
• Gilders
• Screed layers

• Scaffolders
• Drywallers
• Plasterers
• Restoration
specialists

TRADE PLANNERS

	INTERIOR DESIGNERS

REAL ESTATE SPECIALISTS

TRADE VISITOR PROFILE

MUNICH OR COLOGNE?
FAF IS THE MOST IMPORTANT THING!
New products and impetus, know-how transfer, contacts, the high practical relevance, the
dynamic atmosphere: the many plus points of
FAF are a magnet to the trade audience.
Almost one in two trade visitors to the fair travels over 300 km – this high level of flexibility
guarantees you high-quality customer contacts regardless of the location.

THE FAF “HIGH FIVE”.
TRADE VISITORS’ TOP TRADE FAIR GOALS:
1. LEARN NEW THINGS
2. EXPAND KNOWLEDGE
3. MARKET ORIENTATION
4. EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION
AND EXPERIENCE
5. MAKE BUSINESS CONTACTS

COLOGNE
RADIUS 300 KM

MUNICH
RADIUS 300 KM

MORE EUROPE. MORE FOR YOU!
The FAF continues to focus consistently
on a European growth trajectory and
was able to increase the proportion of
international trade visitors to the fair
in 2016 to 14%. This means that the target markets for your success are also
constantly expanding.
THESE COUNTRIES AND REGIONS
LEAD THE EUROPEAN HIT LIST *:
AUSTRIA
ITALY
SWITZERLAND
BENELUX
FRANCE
* Not including Germany
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FOCAL TOPICS

TOPICS FOR YOUR BUSINESS.
IMPETUS FOR YOUR FUTURE!
If you say you‘re a leading trade fair, you also have to decide where the future lies: FAF 2019
has numerous topics on the agenda that will really move your markets. Green Building, Digitalisation and The Future of Plastering are just some of the key phrases. These multi-faceted and
inspiring topics will be continuously worked on until the start of the trade fair to make sure they
keep up with all the current developments in the industry.
Use the stages that FAF provides, which are highly frequented and popular with the media,
as an additional business exchange platform – and look forward to premium level entertainment:
• conveyed in the form of exciting keynote speeches in the FAF Forum
• prominent presentation within your own themed area
•	practice-oriented and tangible entertainment in the form of ambitious and creative
competitions

TOPICS: THEY SET THE TONE.
LET THESE TOPICS TO INSPIRE YOU TO TAKE A NEW PATH:

	GREEN BUILDING
Greater quality of life, more responsibility towards nature and the environment – and all
with greater cost-effectiveness: the magic
word “energy efficiency” has never been more
important to consumers and developers than
it is today.
At FAF 2019 in Cologne, the latest developments in this multi-faceted topic will be covered in a comprehensive and trend-focused
way!

	RENDERING/CODES – THE FUTURE OF
STUCCO PLASTER
It was one of the absolute highlights of the last
FAF: the study “rendering/CODES the future
of stucco plaster”. Together with DETAIL
research, students at the HAWK Hochschule
für angewandte Wissenschaft und Kunst in
Hildesheim put the material stucco plaster
and its future potential in modern architecture under the spotlight.
In 2019, the successful project with interactive work labs
will once again be present at
the trade fair.

CODE-WORD: WOW!

88 %

of trade visitors were inspired
by the special show
rendering/CODES
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FOCAL TOPICS

	DIGITALISATION:
CHALLENGE AND OPPORTUNITY
From digital business models and processes to
automation in production and social media
trends for successful communication: welcome
to the digital world of trades!
At the upcoming FAF in Cologne, visitors will
get an insight into the promising range of opportunities available, pathways into a digital
future will be showcased and made tangible in
relation to everyday business.

“WE’VE GOT PROFESSIONALS AT WORK HERE
AND EVEN UP-AND-COMING YOUNG TALENTS
ARE VERY INTERESTED”.

SURPRISES: OUTSTANDING.
EXPERIENCE AN EXPLOSION OF CREATIVITY AND EXPERTISE IN CRAFTSMANSHIP:

COMPETITION:
NATIONAL TEAMS OF PAINTERS
AND PLASTERERS
The two sponsor associations of FAF put the best of the best
into competition with each other: based on challenging
tasks, up-and-coming painters and plasterers impress in
exciting competitions with their excellent skills.

HONOUR:
PLASTERER
OF THE YEAR 2019
This quality seal is the highest
possible accolade: achievements in various categories
are honoured. The lucky winner in 2019 will be honoured
in front of the media at FAF in
Cologne.

SHOWTIME:
“LIVING WORKSHOPS”
German master schools show what makes the crafts of painting, varnishing and plastering so
varied, creative and challenging: “It’s showtime!” in living workshops – from historic restorations to experimental applications of trendy high-tech materials. An audience magnet that
guarantees inspiration!
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TRADE FAIR SITE & PLANNING OFFERS

PLANNING FLEXIBILITY.
MAKE A DECISION THAT FEELS GOOD!
We promise: Saying yes! to FAF 2019 in Cologne will be the easiest decision you ever made.
Why? Because we’ll be throwing some concrete offers and flexible planning options into the
ring that guarantee you lots of room to play with as well as individuality.

AN AREA FOR EVERYTHING THAT BELONGS TOGETHER:
the networked layout concept brings together everything in one place – all innovations,
all trades, all ideas and all good reasons for you to come to Cologne!

SIMPLE & FLEXIBLE PLANNING –
FOR YOUR PERFECT SPACE IN COLOGNE!
With our special planning offers, we’ll make the decision even easier for you:
	CENTRE VIEWING:
In spring 2018 we’re planning tours of the
Cologne Exhibition Centre and the halls of
FAF.
•	Find out details about the technical
equipment in the halls
• Clarify questions regarding the layout
•	Use these live impressions to form a
better image in your head
We’ll then be happy to discuss your wishes
individually, such as your stand design and
placement requirements.
Come and talk to us on site and help shape
the overall FAF 2019 experience! We’ll let
you know the dates in good time.
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	NON-BINDING PLACEMENT
PROPOSAL
Thinking about taking part in FAF 2019?
Then get your placement proposal as
quickly as possible – all without any risk
whatsoever: We’ll give you a suggestion
that will only become binding if you
approve.
The earlier you register, the easier it will
be for us to offer the best placement for
you!

TRADE FAIR SITE & PLANNING OFFERS

BOOKING OPTIONS:

Entrance North
Congress Centre North

Bou
leva
rd

CC Nord

Messeplatz

	INDIVIDUAL STAND
You’ve got the ideas, we’ve
got the opportunities: there
are no limits when it comes to
the creative and tailor made
planning of your trade fair
presence. All dues plus legally
applicable VAT.
Participation
Row stand
Corner stand
End stand
Island stand

Messehochhaus

fees *:
156,00 €/sqm
167,00 €/sqm
176,00 €/sqm
181,00 €/sqm

* Stand area without stand construction

NEW

MYBUSINESS PREMIUM PACKAGE:

Invite customers – incredibly easily and with no additional
costs: You’ll get as many ticket vouchers as you want. Together
with a personal invitation you can use these to raise awareness
Bahnhof Köln Messe / Deutz – Sonderhalte ICE- und IC-Züge
of your presence at the trade
fair and
optimally
cus-trains
Train Station
Köln Messe/
Deutz –strengthen
Special stops rapid
tomer loyalty. The MyBusiness premium
package (€ 10.50/sqm
LANXESS arena
1, 9
stand area) is included in your participation fee.

	ALL-INCLUSIVE STAND
With our all-inclusive offer,
your trade fair setup can be
achieved in the blink of an
eye: all you need is your exhibits, and we’ll take care of the
rest, from furniture to lighting. It doesn’t get simpler,
more comfortable or efficient
than this!
All-inclusive stand prices*:
Row stand
256,00 €/sqm
Corner stand 267,00 €/sqm
* Stand area without stand construction

Opladener Straße
3, 4
traße
Justinia
ns

ße
ner Stra
Minde

City

1, 9
Deutzer Freiheit

PACKAGES AT A GLANCE:
A4, Aachen
A59, Flughafen Köln/Bonn
Airport Köln/Bonn

ONLY THOSE WHO REGISTER
CAN CELEBRATE
SUCCESS!
e

Deutz-Kalker Straß

Decide to take part in
Cologne 2019 now and the FAF
project team will support you in
achieving your goals at all stages.

• MYBUSINESS PREMIUM
PACKAGE: 10,50 €/sqm
• ENERGY COSTS PACKAGE:
7,50 €/sqm
• AUMA FEE: 0,60 €/sqm
• MEDIA PACKAGE
€ 285,00 (flat rate)
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GOOD REASONS –
ALL THE BENEFITS OF FAF 2019 IN COLOGNE AT A GLANCE
	“MIX AND MATCH”
Successful layout concept from Munich
for optimal visitor flows in all halls
	HIGH VISITOR REACH
Highly qualified trade audience (travel
radius > 300 km) irrespective of location
	THE MASTER OF EVERYTHING
Unbeatable breadth and depth of trades
	FROM PRACTICE FOR USE IN PRACTICE
Numerous special and promotional areas
such as the “living workshops” and
FAF Forum

	THE TRADE FAIR AS A RECOGNISED
TREND-FOCUSED RADAR
Key themes from “Green Building” to
digitalisation
	ALWAYS WELL PLANNED
As the sole location-independent organiser,
we can support you over the long term.
	MULTIPLIER EFFECT
Both industry associations increase visitor
acquisition thanks to their know-how and
contacts.

YOUR PROJECT TEAM FOR FAF 2019

Robert Schuster
Project Manager
P +49 89 189 149 140
schuster@ghm.de

GHM Gesellschaft für
Handwerksmessen mbH
Postfach 82 03 55
81803 Munich
Willy-Brandt-Allee 1
81829 München
P +49 89 189 149 0
F +49 89 189 149 239
faf-messe@ghm.de
www.ghm.de

Birgit Ewinger
Project Coordinator
P +49 89 189 149 143
ewinger@ghm.de

Stefan Frank
Project Coordinator
P +49 89 189 149 141
frank@ghm.de

